COMMUNITY CRIME ALERT

A STATE ACCREDITED LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCY

Alert#: USF15OFF000044
Date of Alert: January 14, 2015
Offense: Burglary/Grand Theft

Synopsis: On 1/9/15 between the hours of 0930HRS and 1230HRS a B/F with long black hair, blue jeans, blue shirt and dark colored jacket was seen in multiple areas of Mental Health Counseling (MHC) at USF. Subject was seen around room 2614 where the victim’s wallet containing various credit cards and a cell phone was taken. The credit card reported stolen was used at the Target on Bruce B Downs and Fletcher Avenue in Tampa a few hours later. Investigation revealed that the stolen credit card was used to purchase a $300.00 gift card. The actual physical gift card was used at 3660 Marketplace Blvd, East Point, GA on January 10, 2015 at 3:20PM. Suspect could have mailed or drove to Georgia based on the time delay and time of the point of sale. Suspects remain unidentified.

Black female who just purchased the Gift card with the victim’s stolen credit card.
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Gift card used in East Point Georgia on January 10, 2015 at 3:20PM

Vehicle suspect in Target parking lot in Georgia.

Please contact the USFPD Criminal Investigation Bureau at 813.974.2628 if you know the identity of the subjects.